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Abstract: Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) involving the heart and blood vessels are reported as the leading
causes of mortality worldwide. Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is a major group of CVD in which presence of
atherosclerotic plaques in coronary arteries leads to myocardial infarction or sudden cardiac death. In the
past decades, several research efforts have been made to better understand the etiology of CAD, which will
enable effective CAD diagnosis and treatment strategies. In this study, we have proposed a novel Self
Optimized and Adaptive Ensemble Machine Learning Algorithm for the diagnosis of CAD. In our proposed
method, the system automatically selects the most appropriate machine learning models. Our main goal is
to design an Optimized Adaptive Ensemble Machine Learning Algorithm that works in different CAD
datasets with high accuracy even with raw dataset. One of the important aspects of the proposed method is
that the solution works on real-time data without using any pre-processing techniques on the datasets.
Throughout this research attempt, we obtained 88.38% accuracy using two publicly available CAD
diagnosis datasets.
Key words: Coronary artery disease, cardiovascular disease, machine learning, data mining, ensemble
methods, classification.

1. Introduction
Cardiovascular Diseases (CVD) are one of the most prevalent diseases all over the world. According to the
World Health Organization (WHO), the global prevalence of CVD is increasing and the deaths caused by CVD
will reach approximately to 30 million by 2030. Coronary artery disease (CAD), myocardial infarction (MI),
stroke, and peripheral vascular disease (PVD) are the major groups of CVD. In CAD, the presence of
atherosclerotic plaques in coronary arteries leads to myocardial infarction or sudden cardiac death [1]. CAD
is a complex disease such that both genetic architecture and its interaction with several environmental
factors contribute to disease development. While the environmental risk factors of cardiovascular diseases
include smoking, alcohol intake, physical inactivity, high caloric diets rich in fat, cholesterol, and sugar,
infections, environmental chemicals and pollutants, and stress [2]; other risk factors include high blood
pressure, high blood cholesterol, diabetes, overweight or obesity. Research studies conducted during the
past decades resulted in important discoveries on CVD mechanisms and this lead to the development of
highly effective cholesterol-lowering medications, and hence the death toll of CVD decreased. In addition to
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these studies, machine learning and data mining approaches made it possible to predict diagnosis of CVD by
checking particular values. Many studies have been conducted on the diagnosis of heart diseases, where
researches have experimented several classifiers, feature selection and ensemble methods on several CVD
datasets to improve classification [3] we focused only on public avaible datasets. Some of these studies are
shown in Table 1 [1], [4]-[10]. Examining different performance metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, FMeasure, Area Under Curve (AUC) and running time are also important for heart disease
diagnosis. While, sensitivity indicates the percentage of prediction sick people as sick, F-Measure shows the
balance between sensitivity and specificity.
Table 1. Comparision of Different Classification Methods for CAD Diagnosis
Reference

Method

FS

SN

SP

FM

AUC

ACC

RT

Dataset

Kemal Polat et al. [4]

KNN

No

92.30%

92.30%

-

-

87%

-

Cleveland

Resul Das et al. [5]

ANN

No

80.95%

95.91%

-

-

89.01%

-

Cleveland

Shouman et al. [6]

DT

-

77.90%

85.20%

-

-

84.1%

-

Cleveland

Alizadehsani et al. [7]

SMO

Yes

97.22%

79.31%

-

-

92.09%

-

Z-Alizadehsani

Rajalaxmi et al. [8]

NB

Yes

-

-

-

-

86.4%

-

Cleveland

Randa El-Biary et al. [9]

C4.5

Yes

-

-

-

-

78.54%

Yes

Cleveland

Luxmi Verma et al. [1]

MLR

Yes

-

-

-

-

90.28%

-

Cleveland

Frantisek Babic et al. [10]
SVM
Yes
86.67%
Z-Alizadehsani
FS: Feature Selection, SN: Sensitivity, SP: Specificity, FM: F-Measure, AUC: Area Under Curve, ACC: Accuracy, RT: Running Time

It is also important to note that traditional algorithms are not very adaptive and hence, when dataset
structure changes, the performance of the existing studies decreases. In general, feature selection methods
do not give reliable, applicable and sustainable performance results with different datasets, since they are
specialized and valid only for specific datasets. The purpose of this article is to show that without applying
any preprocessing or feature selection techniques, satisfactory result in terms of several performance
metrics can be achieved on raw datasets of heart diseases. To address this need, in this study, we developed
an Optimized Adaptive Ensemble Machine Learning Algorithm for the classification of CAD. We
experimented our methodology on two publicly available data sets, i.e., Cleveland and Z-Alizadehsani
Dataset. Since our solution is able to work with raw unprocessed data, it also has a potential application on
the diagnosis of CVD in intensive care units, where accurate predictions needs to be made via fast
processing of real time data.
This study is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce the proposed Optimized Adaptive Ensemble
Machine Learning Algorithm and publicly available CVD datasets. In section 3, we present performance
evaluations of Adaptive Ensemble Machine Learning Algorithms. The last section concludes the paper.

2. Datasets and Methods
2.1. Datasets
In this work, we study with 2 different data sets; i.e Cleveland and Z-Alizadehsani. In each dataset, the
number of attributes, the number of healthy (NOR) patients and the number of sick (CAD) patients are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Features of Publicly Available Heart Disease Datasets
Alizadehsani
Cleveland

Attribute
55
13

CAD
216
165

NOR
87
138

Total
303
303

In UCI repository, there are several heart disease datasets including Cleveland, Hungarian, Switzerland, all
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other CVD datasets at UCI have several missing values. Cleveland dataset includes 303 samples and only 6 of
these samples have missing and they are removed from the dataset. Z-Alizadehsani dataset includes 303
samples and it is collected at Terhan’s Shaeheed Rajaei Cardiovascular, Medical and Research Center.
Although accuracy is a widely used performance metric to assess the performance of a classifier, this
measure is not very suitable in medical domain. In cardiovascular disease diagnosis, one of the important
success measures is sensitivity which is related with False Positives, in which predicting a sick person as
healthy is a very undesired situation, F-Measure is another good measure, in medical domain because
predicting healthy person as a sick is another important issue which we want to minimize this ratio. In
order to overcome this disadvantage of accuracy, in this manuscript we focused on several performance
measures including AUC, FMeasure, sensitivity and specificity.

2.2. Classification Methods
Classification is a data science of labeling a dataset consisting of numerical or nominal value by creating a
model as a result of certain operations. Four main groups of classification algorithms shown in Fig. 1. [11]
Classification algorithms can make false learning due to noise, to prevent this false learning ensemble
methods can reduce the impact of these cause. In optimized adaptive ensemble machine learning
algorithms, we select one classification algorithm in each group and ensemble them with soft voting and
particle swarm optimization. k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm is one of the most widely used methods
in pattern recognition and classification problems. kNN algorithm can handle both continuous and discrete
attributes. Since our CVD dataset contains both contiuous and discrete attributes, kNN performed well in
our CVD dataset. We use minkowski as a distance metric in our kNN implementation. The sharpness
between the classes began to be soft with the increase of k. If the number of classes is 2 in a dataset the k
value is not recommended to pass the square root of the sample size.

Fig. 1. Main groups of classification algorithms.

2.2.1. k-nearest neighbor (kNN)
k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm is one of the most widely used methods in pattern recognition and
classification problems. kNN algorithm can handle both continuous and discrete attributes. Since our CVD
dataset contains both contiuous and discrete attributes, kNN performed well in our CVD dataset. We use
minkowski as a distance metric in our kNN implementation. The sharpness between the classes began to be
soft with the increase of k. If the number of classes is 2 in a dataset the k value is not recommended to pass
the square root of the sample size.

2.2.2. Logistic regression (LR)
Logistic regression (LR) is a statistical machine learning algorithm that tries to define a logarithmic line
that best distinguishes outcome variables on extreme ends. LR is the extended version of linear regression,
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where it allows to build more complex decision boundaries by putting higher order polynomials such as
stochastic gradient descent. In this way, it is expected to achieve better result on complex datasets.

2.2.3. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is also a machine learning algorithm. It is a method that takes
attributes of linear combinations to separate classes. LDA clearly tries to find the difference between two
classes. The aim of LDA is to prevent overfitting and to reduce cost.

2.2.4. Naïve bayes (NB)
Naïve Bayes (NB) is a classification technique that utilizes both from statistical and probabilistic methods.
It is easy to build and gives goods results in large datasets. And also it adapts itself according to the value of
the data.

2.2.5. Support vector machine (SVM)
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a very effective classification algorithm and it is widely used in many
different domains. SVM has a simple method in which it tries to separate two groups by pulling two parallel
lines between two classes. While bringing lines closer, a common boundary line is obtained. This line is
used as a decision boundary to separate the classes.

2.2.6. Ensemble methods
In contrary to basic classification algorithms, ensemble methods yield higher performance measures
since they decrease error via learning what can cause noise in the dataset. Ensemble methods construct a
model for each classifier and then classify data point by taking a weighted average of each classifier’s
predictions.
The weighted process is done with soft voting. In this study, we used k-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector
Machine, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Linear Discriminant Analysis classification algorithms and also
combined them using bagging methods using the parameters shown Table 4. The main motivation of
bagging algorithms is to find an optimum weight that gives the best result according to the dataset and
prevent overfitting. In our proposed model, we use particle swarm optimization to tune the weights on soft
voting. Briefly, it creates several particles that generate the initial weights randomly, and then, the particles
move around and try to reach the global maxima.
Table 3. Parameters to Calculate the Optimum Values for Selected Machine Learning Algorithms
Machine Learning Algorithm
kNN
LDA
LR
NB

Parameter
# of neighbors
tolerance
-

Values
[3 to 9, increment by 2]
0.0001
-

3. The Proposed Methodology
In this paper, we experimented several machine learning algorithms for two different CVD datasets and
tried to get most efficient, accurate and sensitive results. The proposed methods merge machine learning
(ML) algorithms by empowering each algorithm’s strength and also cover the flaws and weaknesses. For
that purpose, some weights must be given to ML algorithms. To obtain the most appropriate weight value,
brute force method can be used and scan all the possibilities. However, this requires high computational
power and leads to waste of time. For example, when weights from 0.001 to 1 is tried via brute force
method, 1015 possibilities for each dataset should be tried. To this end, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
offers a feasible solution to this problem. Swarms act like random flies (uniformly distributed) and when
one swarm gets the highest point, others are going to die. In this way, appropriate weights can be calculated
using PSO in a very short amount of time.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of adaptive ensemble machine learning model for CAD classification.
With the proposed adaptive ensemble methodology, we offer an advanced system that is capable of
making instant decisions according to the previous data collected by the medical doctors in intensive care
units. However, new data can also be considered as supervision because of the adaptive scheme of the
proposed method. Hence, further information will feed the system and decisions can be made by the
adaptive ensemble method without changing the preprocessing functions. Decision model regenerates itself
instead of using additional third-party solution periodically when new dataset is used.
Table 4. Performance Results of Adaptive Ensemble Machine Learning Model
Methods
SN
FM
AUC
Accuracy
Time
Cleveland

Z-Alizadehsani

kNN
LR
LDA
NB
SVM
Ensemble
kNN
LR
LDA
NB
SVM

58.01%
79.4%
77.06%
80.93%
82.15%
78.28%
90.03%
90.34%
89.90%
67.53%
93.12%

0.602
0.800
0.792
0.805
0.807
0.811
0.791
0.896
0.896
0.773
0.915

0.699
0.906
0.905
0.891
0.905
0.824
0.477
0.920
0.903
0.873
0.914

65.21%
82.10%
82.06%
82.42%
82.43%
83.43%
67.93%
86.08%
86.06%
74.23%
88.40%

0.20
0.09
0.09
0.11
0.11
0.21
0.13
0.12
0.16
0.18
0.13

Ensemble

92.63%

0.914

0.922

88.38%

0.38

4. Performance Results and Discussion
During this study, 2 different publicly available CVD datasets, i.e., Cleveland and Z-Alizadehsani heart
disease datasets, are used. In Table 4, the performance of each machine learning algorithm and the
proposed approach, which is based on ensemble classification and particle swarm optimization, can be seen.
In Cleveland dataset, we obtained the highest accuracy when we use poly kernel method and given
parameters (𝛾 = 10−1 , c = 10, and degree = 3). However, In Z-Alizadehsani dataset, radial basis function (rbf)
gives better result with 𝛾 = 10−2 , c = 10 on SVM shown in Table 4. In this study, 10-fold cross validation is
used because in data mining and machine learning community, it is known as a standard rule for
performance estimation [12]. Using our adaptive ensemble classification methodology, we obtained 83.43%,
88.38% accuracies and 0.811 and 0.914 F-Measure values in Cleveland and Z-Alizadehsani datasets,
respectively. In Z-Alizadehsani dataset, the AUC has also increased to 0.922. Our methods offer a solution to
reduce noise, bias and covariance. Using our optimized adaptive ensemble methods, at this point our
performance metrics are comparable to single classification methods. However, in insensitive care unit and
different datasets our methods are more realistic.
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5. Conclusion
The main purpose of this paper is to develop an adaptive ensemble classification machine learning model
for several heart disease datasets which can successfully work on raw data. In this study, we have
experimented a set of different heart disease datasets, including Cleveland and Z-Alizadehsani. We used
several classification algorithms, including kNN, SVM, LR, LDA, NB. The weaknesses of single classification
algorithms are their inconsistency against noise and bias. On the other hand, ensemble classifiers and soft
voting offers a solution to reduce noise and prevent overfitting. Using our adaptive ensemble classification
methodology, we obtained 83.43%, 88.38% accuracies and 0.811, 0.914 F-Measure in Cleveland and
Z-Alizadehsani datasets, respectively. With its high accuracy levels, our methodology could be easily run on
instant data available in intensive care units. Future work includes the investigation of the performance of
the proposed approach in different datasets.
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